We have learned that Lyman Boats and Lyman Life jointly posted a statement on the Lyman
Boats webpage concerning the ending of the negotiations that we had hoped would resolve the
trademark litigation.
This posting includes letters written by Joseph Burke, who is Michelle Burke’s husband and also
legal counsel for both Lyman Boats (Tom Koroknay’s company) and Lyman Life (Michelle’s
company) regarding various settlement proposals. Notably absent from this posting are the
letters and emails that the LBOA sent to him in an effort to resolve the dispute. By omitting
our letters and emails, their posting creates the appearance that they have been reasonable but the
LBOA has not, and that the LBOA has not even responded to their proposals.
Specifically, their posting fails to reference a key element to their proposal regarding a license
agreement—a provision that adversely affects the LBOA and would give complete control over
our ability to offer LBOA-labelled items. Although we don’t believe that there is a legal reason
that we must do so, the LBOA has in fact stated a willingness to enter into a royalty-free license
agreement with Lyman Boats that would allow the LBOA to sell LBOA labelled merchandise.
But although they do not mention it in their posting, Lyman Boats/Lyman Life have insisted that
this license agreement give them complete control over the “nature, quality and pricing” of all
LBOA-branded items. This would mean that the LBOA could not create and market any LBOA
branded items without the permission of Lyman Boats, and that they would have complete
discretion to veto anything that we wanted to create. That requirement is unacceptable to the
LBOA, and is why we rejected their proposed license agreement. We offered an alternative
proposal whereby we would limit the manner and channels of sale of any LBOA-branded items
that we would sell, but they have rejected our proposal.
Their posting also fails to disclose that the LBOA also made a proposal to resolve the dispute
regarding the Class 35 registration through a co-existence agreement, under which we agreed not
to use this registration as a basis to seek any further registrations for the Lyman mark. They
have rejected our proposal, and have insisted that we abandon this registration.
The LBOA’s specific proposals for a compromise on both issues are set forth in an email from
our legal counsel to Mr. Burke dated October 24, 2019, which included our proposed agreement.
Both are attached. Also attached are follow-up emails from our counsel to Mr. Burke dated
October 30 and November 20 regarding attempts to resolve the legal issues, and an email dated
October 23. Although their posting states that “It is only due to the LBOA’s leadership and
unwillingness to compromise on these two aforementioned issues that we remain deadlocked in
this dispute with no agreement in place” the communications from us show that we have been
willing to compromise, and it is they who have not.
Their posting also states that “despite offers by Lyman Boats and Lyman Life to extent [the
pause in the trademark litigation], the LBOA leadership failed to respond and accept our offer.”
If by this ambiguous statement they imply that the LBOA did not respond to Mr. Burke’s final
demand letter of December 11—in which letter he insisted on the two conditions already known
not to be acceptable to us, such implication is unfounded. Included in this post is our response,
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dated December 27. Note, too, as we reference in this letter, Ryan Koroknay was previously
willing to give a license agreement to the LBOA that did not contain any elements of control
over the nature, quality and pricing of LBOA-branded merchandise. Yet now they refuse to do
so.
If their implication is merely that the LBOA did not accept their “offer” for yet another stay of
the trademark proceedings, the offer of another stay was illusory since their “offer” contained
their final positions on the two outstanding issues that were unacceptable to us, and known by
them to be such.
Their posting also references their “pledge of transparency to the Lyman Community” and says
“We share these letters in the interest of transparency so that our position (including any offers,
compromises and settlement deterrents) is made clear and not otherwise mischaracterized. You
can see with your own eyes the diligent effort we have put forth in reaching global settlement.”
One dictionary definition of “transparent” is “free from guile, candid, or open.” It is ironic for
them to profess transparency when they post their letters but exclude the LBOA’s responses, and
then assert that they have shown that the LBOA has been unwilling to compromise. They are
hardly being transparent when they direct people’s “eyes” to their “diligent” efforts but not to
ours.
You should also be aware that they have utilized a common litigation strategy. In the trademark
litigation they opposed our LBOA mark registration and calendar registrations. They offered to
withdraw these two oppositions as part of a “compromise.” They also state that “it is not
practical or tenable to settle one issue without settling all issues at the same time.” Legally,
however, we believe our position on these two registrations is extremely strong. By “offering”
to withdraw their oppositions that we do not believe have any validity in the first place in order
to get something else that they want, they are not offering anything that we believe we are not
already entitled to. Such an offer, while ostensibly reasonable, has no value other than avoiding
the burden of litigation—which is why such strategies are employed.
Finally, their posting claims the moral high ground, asserting that “We can only hope that the
LBOA Officers and Trustees make the right decision for the betterment of the club and its
members and avoid unnecessary and costly litigation…” as well as acknowledging that “this
divisiveness is hurting the Lyman Community.” However, they then state that “we all must
remember, it is one’s duty to protect the trademark in which it rightfully owns and utilizes, and
we will continue to stand firm on the facts of this case.”
It is the height of shameless audacity for persons owning for-profit companies who have taken
legal positions and other actions antagonistic to the LBOA to purport to decide what is the “right
decision” for the “betterment” of the LBOA. Not only have they filed challenges to all of the
LBOA trademark applications, but they have sponsored and promoted other “Lyman groups”
that appear designed to draw members away from the LBOA, or at the very least, dilute and
compete with our longstanding activities. As a settlement, they have demanded complete control
over the ability of the LBOA to offer LBOA-labelled items and insisted that the LBOA abandon
a trademark registration that might give the LBOA some level of protection over the use of the
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Lyman mark by groups they are sponsoring. They have rejected our proposal to resolve these
issues, which includes letting them give us a license, yet they have the temerity to announce, as if
they were disinterred persons looking out for the membership of the LBOA, that the “right
decision” is for us to give in to their demands. Just as they claim the right to protect their
trademarks, the LBOA has the right, and obligation, to protect our organization from the
influence and control of commercial entities—especially ones who have expressed hostility
towards us and who have taken actions that manifest this animosity.
We must also point out that the “advice” that the LBOA should capitulate to the demands of
Lyman Boats and Lyman Life comes from people who have not only taken legal positions and
other actions that are antagonistic to the LBOA, but who were not even LBOA members until
Tom Koroknay and Michelle Burke (and their family members) conveniently joined the LBOA
last month, December 2019. There has been recent Facebook chatter (as well as other
communication) claiming that persons hostile to the LBOA’s leadership plan to take control of
the LBOA. Mr. Burke himself has stated in a recent email that “…my clients certainly welcome
a change in the leadership of the LBOA since my clients believe that the current leadership is not
and has not acted in the best interests of the members….” These are people who profess to know
what is best for the LBOA, when what they want is for the LBOA to do what is best for them,
and, apparently, will try to take control of the LBOA to get their way if the current leadership
does not cave in to their ultimatums.
Regarding their claim that we can end the divisiveness by capitulating to their demands, they can
just as easily end the divisiveness by accepting our proposals. It is the duty of the LBOA
officers and trustees determine what is in best interest of our members—not that of persons with
their own agenda who would subordinate our interests to theirs and who claim to be
“transparent” by publishing their proposals while not even having the decency to publish ours.
As you can see from our emails and proposals, we tried very hard to reach a compromise with
Lyman Boats and Lyman Life. But a compromise requires concessions by both sides. We
offered a compromise on both the licensing agreement and the Lyman groups issue. It was
Lyman Boats and Lyman Life who have refused to budge.
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